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Kyoto University
KEIZAI RONSO (The Economic Review)
An Academic Periodical Magazine in Japanese Issued) 
Monthly by the Kyoto University Economic Society)
Vol. 93, No. 1 Jan. 1964
Public Finance as a Factor of Inflation •c•c Y. Shima 
Genesis of the "Mixed Plants" in the Rhenish-Westphalian Iron 
and Steel Industry •c•c E. Ohno 
Marx and Engels on the Theory of "Economic Function of State" •c•c J. Ikegami 
Towards a Business Cycle Analysis •c•c I. Nagatomo 
R. Bartels: The Development of Marketing Thought (Book Review) •c•c I. Hashimoto
Vol. 93, No. 2 Feb. 1964
The Subject-matter and Types of the History of Economic Thought •c•c Y. Deguchi 
Shakers •c•c F. Hozumi 
On the Instability Principle in Harrod's Dynamics •c•c T. Shirasugi 
The Function of Engineer's Union in Workshops (1) •c•c M. Kumazawa
Vol. 93, No. 3 Mar. 1964
Class Structure of Japan •c•c R. Ohashi 
The Present Stage of the History of Economic Thought •c•c Y. Deguchi 
Formation of Factory Wage Structure in Engineering Industry 
in England (1) •c•c M. Kikuchi 
The Function of Engineer's Union in Workshops (2) •c•c M. Kumazawa
Vol. 93, No. 4 Apr. 1964
Historical Study on Special Account for State University •c•c Y. Shima 
A Note on the Lumbering Capital •c•c T. Yamasaki 
The Working Fund of State-operated Enterprises and the Credit 
in China •c•c T. Miki 
Formation of Factory Wage Structure in Engineering Industry 
in England (2) •c•c K. Kikuchi
Vol. 93, No. 5 May 1964
On the Behaviour of the Shipping Freight Rates •c•c H. Yamada 
Various Aspects on the History of Political Economy •c•c Y. Deguchi 
A Micro-analysis of Investment Behaviour •c•c T. Ma tsugi
Vol. 93, No. 6 June 1964
Problems of Developing Countries •c•c K. Matsui 
Shakers •c•c F. Hozumi 
On the Character of Socialist Society •c•c M. Kihara 
Theory of the Firm and Capital Theory •c•c T. Yamada
